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Abstract 
In this paper, preliminary simulations of cavitating flows in two cases, for a two-dimensional 

convergent-divergent nozzle and a two-dimensional Clark Y-11.7% hydrofoil, are carried out based on 
our new simple homogeneous cavitation model. The model treats liquid-vapor two-phase flows as 
usual homogeneous cavitation model but it considers two extreme conditions; the bubbly flow with 
dispersed bubbles in continuous liquid phase and mist flow with dispersed liquid droplets in continuous 
vapor phase, which are switched depending upon the local volumetric fraction of two phases, i.e. the 
void fraction. To enhance the unsteadiness due to the instability at the cavity interface, the turbulent 
shear stress is modified based on the fluid properties of continuum phase. The results are compared to 
the previous experimental measurements and the results simulated with Schnerr-Sauer cavitation 
model. It is found that turbulent shear stress has important effects on cavitation unsteadiness. However, 
time-averaged lift and drag characteristics of hydrofoil against cavitation are not well reproduced 
regardelss of cavitation model and turbulence modification. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Cavitation phenomena and its unsteadiness have been 
widely studied to further improve the performance of fluid 
machinery. Numerical simulation considering cavitation is 
becoming popular in the design stage of fluid machinery. 
Many cavitation models have been developed [1]-[3], and 
have contributed to qualitative, and in some extent, 
quantitative predictions of cavitating flow. However, even in 
simple cases of cavitating single hydrofoil, they often fail to 
predict the cavitation performance (Kato [4]). Moreover, 
although RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) model 
for turbulent flow simulation is often used to simulate 
unsteady cavitating flow, a re-entrant jet can never be 
reproduced with RANS. It is difficult without any special 
treatments to reproduce the unsteadiness of cavitation.  

Reboud et al. [5] has proposed the well-known Reboud’s 
correction which cuts the turbulent viscosity in the two phase 
flow region to avoid an overestimation of the eddy viscosity 
in this region. By using this correction method, the cavitation 
unsteadiness in cases of a two-dimensional convergent-
divergent nozzle [5], a two-dimensional hydrofoil [6] and a 
three-dimensional twisted hydrofoil [7] have been 
successfully reproduced. This correction method is very 
effective but still more or less empirical, therefore, the 
development of cavitation model with the robust prediction 
accuracy is still an important issue. 

In the above background, a new simple homogeneous 
cavitation model has been proposed in our previous study [8]. 
Unlike usual homogeneous cavitation model where the dilute 
vapor bubbly flow is assumed in all two-phase flow region 
even with high void fraction (vapor volumetric fraction), the 
model considers two extreme conditions of two-phase 

mixture, dispersed vapor bubbles in continuous liquid phase 
and dispersed liquid droplets in continuous vapor phase and 
switches these two two-phase configuration depending on the 
local void fraction. With this proposed model, it can be easier 
to recognize the cavity interface and the cavitating flow region, 
therefore new modeling of turbulence is also expected to be 
easily in-cooperated. In this study, the modification of the 
turbulent viscosity in two-phase flow regions similar to 
Reboud’s correction but in a different way is implemented, to 
enhance the unsteadiness of cavitation. 

In the present study, cavitation simulations with the 
proposed homogeneous cavitation model is preliminarily 
carried out for two two-dimensional geometries, a convergent-
divergent nozzle and around a single Clark Y-11.7% hydrofoil, 
to validate the model as well as to figure out the remaining 
problems. 
 
1. METHODS 
1.1  Solver and models 
In the present study, an open source C++ library, OpenFOAM-
2.2.1, is used, and interPhaseChangeFoam (IPCF) in which 
several cavitation models are implemented is employed as a 
base solver. IPCF is a homogeneous cavitating flow solver 
based on an incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equation with 
considering the mass transfer between liquid and vapor 
phases. In addition to the usual sets of NS equations for the 
two-phase mixture and the transport equations of turbulence 
properties, the IPCF solves the following mass conservations 
of mixture and liquid phase, 
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where  is a Cartesian coordinate,  a velocity component 
in  direction,  and  the liquid and vapor densities, and  

 the liquid volume fraction. The vapor volume fraction, that 
is a void fraction, can be calculated by 1 . The 
mass transfer rates between two phases, and , due to 
condensation and evaporation should be modelled to close 
the problem. In this study, the following two models are used. 
 
1.1.1 Schnerr-Sauer (SS) model [9] 
Schnerr-Sauer (SS) model implemented in OpenFOAM-2.2.1 
has been used in many studies [10, 11]. In this study, SS 
model is also employed for the base of the proposed model. 
The SS model considers vapor bubbles as dispersed phase 
in continuum liquid phase in all two-phase flow regions 
regardless of the local void fraction. The SS model is derived 
from Rayleigh-Plesset equation, which describe 
growth/shrink of a single spherical bubble; 
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where  is a bubble radius,  and  local and vapor 
pressures. When the first term on the left side of Eq. (3) is 
assumed to be negligible, the bubble radius growth can be 
represented by the following equation. 
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Assuming that the number density of bubble nuclei, , that 
is the number of nuclei in a unit liquid volume, is constant, i.e. 
no generation, destruction, coalescence nor break up occur, 
we can relate the local bubble radius with the local void 
fraction as follows. 
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From those equations, the mass source terms of SS model 
is obtained as follows. 
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where and  are condensation and evaporation 
coefficients respectively, and  the mixture 
density. In the present study, the basic parameters in this 

model are set as 1.6×1013 m−3, and 1.0. 
 
1.1.2 Bubble-Droplet 1 model [8] 
Most of homogeneous cavitation models already proposed 
considers mass transfer through surfaces of dilute tiny bubbles, 
although the application of such dispersed bubble model for 
large void fraction regions seems to be inappropriate. In this 
model, another extreme case in which vapor phase contains 
more or less liquid droplets is considered. When the local void 
fraction is close to unity, vapor phase is treated as a 
continuum media, and mass transfer through surfaces of dilute 
tiny droplets is considered, as shown in Fig. 1. This model 
virtually considers the interface between liquid and vapor 
phases as the iso-surface of void fraction , , and in this 
study ,  is set to be 0.5 for simplicity.  
 

Fig.1 Conceptual drawing of bubble droplet model [8] 
 
The mass transfer between vapor and liquid are dominated by 
that occurs at the surfaces of the bubbles/droplets, then the 
mass transfer rates  are switched depending upon 
the local void fraction , . In the proposed model “Bubble-
Droplet 1”, bubbly flow model similar to SS model, i.e. Eqs. (7) 
and (8), is adopted for the local region with , , while 
for , , the phase change at the surface of droplet is 
considered, simply using Schrage’s mass flux  [12], 
expressed as follows 

2
 (9)

 
where  is a evaporation/condensation coefficient,  a gas 
constant, and  temperature. The value of  is set to 0.4 
throughout the present computations. By considering the 
phase change through the total surface area of droplets, the 
mass transfer rate can be obtained as 
 

2
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where  is a radius of droplet, which can be calculated with 
the assumption of the constant number density of droplet per 
unit volume of vapor by  
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Since the cavity interface can be virtually treated, the mass 

transfer at the cavity interface is supposed to be possibly 
treated, which remains for our future study. 
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1.1.3 Turbulence modification 
Key unsteady cavitation phenomena such as a re-entrant jet 
which develops beneath the sheet cavity and a resultant 
formation of cloud cavity can never be simulated with 
incompressible RANS turbulence model. However, it is still 
used for simplicity, and to enhance the unsteadiness due to 
the instability on the sheet cavity interface, we switch the 
eddy viscosity as well as the molecular viscosity by referring 
only the continuum phase. The eddy viscosity,  , and the 
molecular viscosity, , of two-phase mixture are respectively 
calculated by following Eqs. (12) and (13). 
 

,  

2 2
tanh ,

∆
 

(12)

2 2
tanh ,

∆
 (13)

 
where  and  are the molecular viscosities of liquid and 
vapor phases, ,  is the turbulent viscosity originally 
calculated by RANS turbulence model, for which standard 

 model or Shear Stress Transport (SST) model is 
employed in the present study. By employing another 
parameter ∆ , we can define the thickness of the interface of 
cavity, the value of which is fixed to 0.1 throughout this study. 

This treatment may look similar to well-known Reboud 
correction [5], while in this study the turbulent and molecular 
viscosities are modified based on the fluid properties of 
continuum phase only as shown in Fig. 2, which is suitably 
applied in combination with our proposed cavitation model. 
 

Fig.2 Comparison of viscosity 
 
2. Simulation of 2-D convergent-divergent flow 
2.1  Model description 
Two-dimensional numerical simulation has been carried out 
for unsteady cavitating flow in the two-dimensional 
convergent-divergent nozzle as shown in Fig. 3 [8]. The 
results of numerical simulation will be briefly introduced in 
the following sub-section. 

 

The height of the nozzle throat, , is 5mm. The angles of 
the convergent and divergent parts are 43 and 8.4 degrees, 
respectively. The velocity is fixed at the inlet ( 1.5m/s), 
and the static pressure is fixed at the outlet. The non-slip 
condition is applied on the upper and lower walls of the nozzle. 
The number of cells is 72,000. The second order upwind 
scheme is used for the convection scheme except for that for 
the liquid volume fraction, for which Van Leer TVD scheme is 
employed. Implicit Euler scheme is applied for the time 
integration, and the maximum CFL (Courant) number is set to 
be 0.8. Standard  turbulence model is employed for the 
base turbulence model. The viscosity modification by Eqs. (12) 
and (13) are applied only for BD1 model (here we call BD1VF 
model). 

 
2.2  Results 
Figure 4 (a) shows the cavity shapes observed by the 
previous experiment [13]. The computational results with 
similar cavity length for SS and BD1VF models are shown in 
Figs. 4 (b) and 4 (c), respectively. The time interval in these 
figures is 4ms. The cavitation number is defined as 

 

2⁄
 (11)

 

where  is the time-averaged inlet static pressure. 

It should be noted that the cavitation numbers giving the 
similar cavity lengths are very different between the 
experiment (1.14) and the simulations (0.49 for SS model and 
1.63 for BD1VF model) One of the reasons for this may be 
due to the 2-D flow simulation with low Reynolds number flow. 
The Reynolds number based on the nozzle throat height and 
the area averaged velocity there is ≅ 	3 10⁄ . 
The blockages due to the wall boundary layers are to be very 
sensitive to the Reynolds number itself as well as the domain 
size, and the pressure difference between upstream and at 
the nozzle throat is hard to be accurately predicted with the 
small throat height of ℎ. 

    Focusing on the unsteadiness of cavitation, the fluctuations 
of cavity shape can be seen at the tail part of cavity in SS 
model (Fig. 4(b)), whereas no cloud cavities are found. On the 
other hand, the cloud cavitiation can be seen in BD1VF model 
(Fig. 4(c)), and the behavior is similar to the experiment 
(Fig.4(a)). It can be said that the turbulent shear stress has 
very important effects on the unsteadiness of cavitation. 

Figure 5 shows the results of the FFT analysis of pressure 
fluctuation at 23  downstream from the throat on the upper 
wall. In this figure, it can be seen that the strong peak is found 
at 60Hz in the case of SS and at 45Hz in the case of BD1VF, 
and the amplitude of other components is larger in BD1VF 
model than is SS model in the all frequency range. It is 
inferred from the observation that the continuous cloud cavity 
shedding from the tail part of sheet cavity causes the pressure 
fluctuations at wide range of the frequency. These trends are 
found in other cavitation number conditions. 

 

Fig.3 Computational domain of nozzle 
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(a) Experiment [13] (σ=1.14) 

(b)  SS (σ=0.49) 

(c)  BD1VF (σ=1.63) 

Fig. 4 Instantaneous cavity shapes in the experiment [13] 
and present simulations (time interval :4ms) 

 

Fig. 5 Comparison of frequency spectra of pressure 
fluctuation between two cavitation models 

 
3. Simulation of flow around 2-D Clark Y hydrofoil 
3.1  Model description 
In this section, two-dimensional numerical simulation is 
carried out for unsteady cavitating flow around two-
dimensional Clark Y-11.7% hydrofoil shown in Fig. 6. 

The examined hydrofoil has the chord length of 100 
mm and is located at the center of the domain. The height of 
computational domain is 2 , which is identical to the tunnel 

height of our previous experiment [14]. The inlet and outlet 
boundaries locate at 5C upstream and downstream from the 
mid chord location of the hydrofoil, as shown in Fig. 7. The 
total number of cells is 232,818. The angle of attack is set to 
be 8 degrees, at which it is known that the laminar separation 
bubble is formed near the leading edge of the hydrofoil in non-
cavitating condition. 

As the boundary conditions, the velocity is fixed at the inlet 
as 8.1m/s, and the static pressure is specified at the 
outlet to set the cavitation number . The non-slip condition is 
applied on the hydrofoil surface, but to reduce the number of 
grid cells far from the hydrofoil, the slip condition is applied on 
the upper and lower walls. The second order upwind scheme 
is used for the convection scheme except for that for the liquid 
volume fraction, for which Van Leer TVD scheme is employed. 
Implicit Euler scheme is applied for the time integration, and 
the time step is set to 0.5 10 s. This time,	  based SST 
turbulence model is employed, and the viscosity modification 
by Eqs. (12) and (13) are applied for both SS and BD1 models 
since it has been found to be effective for the reproduction of 
unsteadiness of cavitation. 

 

Fig.6 Clark Y-11.7% hydrofoil 
 

Fig.7 Computational domain 

 
3.2  Results 
Figure 8 shows (a) the time-averaged lift coefficient, 

2⁄⁄ , and (b) the drag coefficient, 
2⁄⁄  against the cavitation number , obtained 

by the previous experiment [14] and the present simulations 
with SS and BD1VF models.  is the span of the hydrofoil and 

81.0mm in the referred experiment. In the experiment, the 
sufficient time duration is taken to obtain the time averaged 
data, whereas only about 0.5s is used for the simulations to 
present the preliminary results. The cavitation number for this 
simulation is defined as 

 

2⁄
 (15)

 
where  is the reference pressure and upstream pressure is 
used for the experiment but the pressure at the outlet 
boundary is used for the present simulations. It should be 
noted that the pressure difference between upstream and 
downstream is small because of the small drag force of the 
hydrofoil.  
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(a)  vs  

(b)  vs  
Fig. 8 Lift and drag coefficients of Clark Y hydrofoil against 

cavitation number 

 

From Fig 8, it can be seen that the both lift and drag 
coefficients  and  are different between the experiment 
and the numerical simulations even at large cavitation 
number case ( 2.8) with small amount of cavitation. This 
is believed to be due to 2-D model in the present simulations. 
The blockage effect of upper and lower walls as well as the 
end wall (blade roots) effect  in the experiment is the reason 
for it. The tendency of  and  against the development of 
cavitation, i.e. the decrease of , are similar between two 
models SS and BD1 models, but both of them are different 
from the experimental result. Especially in the experiment,  
slightly increases in 1.5 2.0  with the development of 
cavitation but in the both two cavitation models, it starts to 
decrease around 2.5 , which is much faster than the 
experiment. And also the drag coefficient  starts to 
increase at larger cavitation number in the numerical 
simulations than that in the experiment and the maximum 
value is larger for the numerical simulations, although the 
numerical results are a little scattered due to insufficient time 
duration to obtain the time averaged value. Therefore, 
although it is difficult to justify the present models from the 
presented data, there should apparently be something to be 
made for the accurate prediction of lift and drag forces in 
cavitating conditions. 

Figure 9 shows the lift coefficient fluctuations obtained 
by the experiment ( 1.45) and by the present simulations 
with (b) SS model ( 1.40) and (c) BD model ( 1.40). In 
all results, the periodic fluctuation of lift coefficient can be 
seen, but the clearer periodicity can be found for the 
experiment. However, the amplitude of the fluctuation is 
much larger in the numerical simulations than in the 
experiment. Fig. 10 shows the instantaneous cavity shapes 

during one cycle of fluctuation. The static pressure 
distributions are also shown for the numerical simulations. The 
times of A to H in Fig. 10 correspond to those marked in Fig. 9. 
In the experiment, it can be seen that the large two-
dimensional sheet cavity is formed and at the instant C the 
large cloud cavity is detached from the sheet cavity, and is 
convected along the suction surface. At G-H, the cloud cavity 
reaches the trailing edge of the hydrofoil, and the lift 
coefficient drops simultaneously. In the numerical simulations 
with the both two models, the development of sheet cavity at 
A-E, the formation and the convection of the cloud cavity at B 
to H, and the lift drop at G-H are well reproduced. The lift drop 
is caused by the cloud cavity passing near the trailing edge of 
the hydrofoil. Then, it might be said that the unsteadiness of 
cavitation is qualitatively reproduced by the present cavitation 
model with the modification of the turbulence model. 

 

(a)  Experiment ( 1.45) [14] 

(b)  SS ( 1.4) 

(c)  BD1VF ( 1.4) 
Fig. 9 Instantaneous lift coefficient in cavitation conditions 

with σ 1.4 1.45 
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However, the detailed flow structure is still quantitatively 
different from that observed in the experiment; for example, 
the sheet cavity diminishes just after the complete release of 
the cloud cavity (G for SS and E for BD1VF) only in the 
results of numerical simulations, which may result in the 
larger lift/drag force fluctuations. This may be caused by the 
same defect of the present cavitation model in-cooperated 
with RANS turbulence model. 

      Figure 11 shows the time averaged pressure distributions 
around the hydrofoil for (a) SS model and (b) BD1VF model. 
The experimental data [15] are also plotted with symbols in 
the both figures for comparisons. Pressure coefficient  is 
defined as 2 2⁄⁄ . The negative 
suction peak appears with its larger value in numerical 
simulations, which results in the early cavitation inception; 
even at σ=2.8, stable leading edge cavitation forms in the 
numerical simulations. If we compare the pressure 
distributions between CFD and the experiments, it can be 

seen that the numerical results at σ=2.0 for the both models 
are similar to the experimental one at σ=1.64, which indicates 
that the time averaged cavity length is longer for numerical 
simulation, probably due to the difference of the suction peak 
between the numerical simulations and the experiment. It is 
also interesting to see that the time averaged pressure on the 
suction side  takes larger than  at σ=1.6 in the numerical 
simulations. This means that the time-averaged pressure in 
the cavitating zone is larger than vapour pressure. This is 
probably due to the strong large-scale unsteadiness of 
cavitation. As has been seen in Fig.10, just after the complete 
formation of cloud cavity (G for SS model and E for BD1VF 
model), the pressure on the suction side is very large 
compared with vapor pressure except for the cloud cavity 
region. Although the examined cavitation number between 
Figs.10 and 11 is different, this instantaneous pressure rise 
seems to be responsible for the large  values than –  in the 
numerical simulations. 

  
(a)  Experiment 
( 1.45) [14] 

(b)  SS ( 1.40) (c)  BD1VF ( 1.40) 

Fig.10 Comparisons of instantaneous cavity shapes around hydrofoil among numerical models and experiment. 
Corresponding pressure distributions are also shown for numerical simulations 
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(a)  SS 

(b)  BD1VF 
Fig. 11 Time-averaged pressure distributions around 

hydrofoil for various cavitation numbers 

 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, preliminary simulations of cavitating flows in 
two cases, for a two-dimensional convergent-divergent 
nozzle and a two-dimensional Clark Y-11.7% hydrofoil, are 
carried out based on our new simple homogeneous 
cavitation model. The model treats liquid-vapor two-phase 
flows as usual homogeneous model but it considers two 
extreme conditions; the bubbly flow with dispersed bubbles 
in continuous liquid phase and mist flow with dispersed liquid 
droplets in continuous vapor phase, which are switched 
depending upon the local void fraction. To enhance the 
unsteadiness due to the instability at the cavity interface, the 
turbulent shear stress is modified based on the fluid 
properties of continuum phase. The results are compared to 
the previous experimental measurements and the results 
simulated with Schnerr-Sauer cavitation model. 

In the simulation of the nozzle flow, the cloud cavity can 
be seen in results of the new cavitation model in-cooperated 
with the turbulence modification, and the behavior is similar 
to the experiment. It can be said that the turbulent shear 
stress has important effects on unsteadiness of cavitating 
flow. 

In the simulation of cavitating flow around Clark Y-11.7% 
hydrofoil, it is found that the time-averaged lift and drag 
coefficients and the cavity length are not very affected by the 
cavitation model. The unsteady nature of cavitating flow such 
as the cloud cavity formation seems to be qualitatively 
reproduced by the present 2-D simulation, but the 
quantitatively different. Those may be caused by the same 
defect of the present cavitation model in-cooperated with 
RANS turbulence model. 

The present computations have been mainly carried out 
using the computer facilities at Research Institute for 
Information Technology, Kyushu University, Japan. 
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